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Sport for Jove Productions 

Julius Caesar 

Conflicting Perspectives that are relevant for tody 

Power, duty, politics, betrayal, love 

Shakespeare is writing in ENGLISH!!!!! 

Rome Trembles – Conflicting Perspectives 

What is your perspective? – Ultimate: audience’s conflicting perspectives on scenes, ideas/themes 

A gateway play – 1599 

Caesar is a muscular distillation in form and language, a fever play that is extremely economical in 

plot and in many ways the most straight forward in language 

Muscular – there is no slack in the play 

Caesar is primarily written in verse. Subject matter: classical Rome 

Grandeur and glamour, power and weakness. Verse and prose. It’s a fever play that puts us into the 

grip of the action. Dirty, noble, powerful play. No subplots, no distractions from the central 

arguments: 

• Is Caesar a tyrant? 

• Would he have become one? 

• Are the conspirators justified? 

• What does honour mean in the real world? 

Both the characters and audience are considering these arguments. 

Many critics also find the play implausible. 

• Why is it so easy for the conspirators to murder Caesar? 

• Where is his security guard? 

• Some even argue, that Caesar is many ways has a death wish and is courting martyrdom, as 

a way to become a god and secure... his reputation 

Some scholars believe that Caesar is an inferior play. Hazlitt (famous Shakespeare critic) says that 

Caesar doesn’t get the great portrait he deserves 

But Harold Bloom argues that this isn’t the point and I agree. Shakespeare decided that this play 

‘required exactly a waning Caesar’… 

Surely the play should be called ‘The Tragedy of Brutus’ Why Caesar? 

• Caesar is the most important character that Shakespeare writes about. 
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• Caesar is whom we thrust our conflicting perspectives upon. We generate our opinions 

about him. 

The play is always about Caesar. He is the overarching ‘god’ in the play’. 

A sense of ambiguity. Nothing in the play is never clear cut. Are of those lines are intentionally 

blurred? Conflicting perspectives on Caesar, the nature of power and duty become ambiguous and I 

think Shakespeare wants it so 

The whole play is about constructing arguments and perspectives about Caesar himself on tyranny 

and freedom and them following it with action. 

The lines are intentionally blurred to engage the audience. 

How do the characters on stage see Julius Caesar and how do we see Julius Caesar? 

It is not what Caesar has done, but what Brutus fears Caesar will do? (if he is crowned king) 

� Act 2 Scene 1 

Brutus creates a fiction for Caesar as king. Caesar has done nothing to provoke Brutus. 

Make up your own theory and believe in its plausibility. 

Brutus over identifies himself with Rome. For Brutus Caesar is venomous. 

� Act 1 Scene 2 

Cassius describe Caesar as a colossus and a god. Cassius must bend his body to Caesar. Caesar is a 

‘god’ that shakes. To Cassius, Caesar has already become a tyrant. The wound to Cassius it is present. 

All noble families in Rome were to have an equal share of power. Caesar has cut Cassius’ future 

short unlike Brutus whom has found no offence from Caesar yet. 

It is how other sees Caesar and what he has done. Epicurean embodies the Sinicism and a sense of 

equality. Not one man can bear the power alone. Stoic – Brutus: reason and rationality was high 

What Brutus communicates us in one way is another, through Antony… and also by Cassius in a third 

way… Bloom 

Provokes more questions 

Conflicting Perspectives 

• Caesar 

• Freedom and slavery 

• Power and enfranchisement 

• Honour and duty that motivate the characters and generates the drama 

• Conflicting perspectives 

• Conflicting emotions 

• Conflicting ideologies 
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The play’s textual integrity – what keeps the play together. Conflict is the heart of all drama. 

Conflicting perspectives gives rise to the tension plot and language of the play. It forms the very 

heart of the action as well as creating the pays themes and ideas through character, events and 

theatrical devices 

• Conflict within the characters 

• Conflict between Antony and Octavius 

• Brutus and Cassius 

• Conflicts in ideas 

• Rome and those in those in power 

• Order and Chaos 

Anti-thesis (comparing 2 opposite things)/conflict as textual integrity 

Conflicting perspectives 

Themes and ideas: 

• Fate vs. Freewill 

• Public loyalties vs. private loyalties 

• Freedom vs. tyranny 

• Honour vs. dishonour 

• Persuasion 

• Past vs. present 

� Past is impacting on the future.  

• Value vs. rhetoric 

• Order vs. chaos, collapse and restoration 

• The supernatural – conflicting perspectives of dreams… 

Communicates with prose and then verse to capture the enormity.  

Theatrical devices give play o d setting to explore anti thesis and conflict and themes: 

• The cosmology of ancient Rome – Omens, dreams, portents. Interpretations of omens and 

dreams creates further tension as they are often misinterpreted 

• Rituals and ceremonies – the bloodbath that comes Caesar’s death becomes a way of 

expunging conspirator’s guilt. In ritualising the moment by dipping their hands in his blood, 

they hope to exorcise any idea that this was just a cold blooded murder but  elevate it to the 

actions of true patriots and Romans for the good of their community 

Street scenes/the mob = how do the actions of the great affect the people below? Look at the 

actions of the great Anthony’s speech has on the people. The people go crazy… 

The forum and senate house – a place to discourse/argue 

The battlefield – a place of inevitable battle and conflict where resolution will be reached 

Persuasion/Rhetoric – a powerful goddess and an art form 
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Brutus: 

Into what dangers would you lead me, Cassius 

That you would have me seek into myself 

For that which is not in me? (act 1, sc2) 

• Persuasion (Patho) coupled with destruction (Ate) – Patho and Ate and the hands of 

Athrophitis . Love � destruction. Brutus’ love for Rome destroys Caesar 

• Persuasion from Cassius and Anthony leaders to the fall of Brutus and causes civil war 

Brutus’ oratory fails epically against Anthony. Brutus appeals to the crowd’s rationale – prose. 

Anthony appeals to the crowds’ emotions – verse 

� Act 3, Scene 1 

IF – enough to convince the crowd that what the conspirators were wrong 

If we do not destroy we cannot rebuild. If we don’t have death we cannot have salvation 

 

Establishing situation – Rome. Caesar’s defeat of Pompey Caesar at the height of his power 

Rising action – conspiracy taking shape against Caesar 

Climax – murder of Caesar 

Falling action  conspirators in disarray and rise of Octavius and Anthony 

Resolution 

Form and elements of Tragedy 

‘we at the height are ready to decline’ Brutus 

• Hubris – over reaching pride or arrogance Is it just Caesar that suffers from this or could we 

accuse Brutus of the same? Is Brutus’ hubris his pride as he over identifies himself with 

Rome, just as Caesar does? 

• Fatal flaw – what characteristics lies within a character that eventually leads to their 

downfall? 

• Moral responsibility – w and what we are responsible for? Ourselves, our families, our 

friends, our state or our laws? Every character throughout the play has to argue this point 

and then act on it 

Brutus lives in a lofty philosophical world, Cassius lives in the real world 

Hamartia (Sin)- tragedies are been by a crime or sin 

suffering- we suffer in order to learn a moral lesson about ourselves or our world 
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Fate vs. free will- to what extent do we control our fate or fate controls us? The interplay between 

these 2 powerful forces creates conflict and action 

 

sacrifice= in order for society to be cleasned and restore itself it will need  a literal or metaphorical 

sacrifice do we control our fate or fate controls us? 

Fate we will know your pleases…. ( act 3 scene 1)  

collapse and restoration: all tragedies deal with societies on the point of collapse something is rotten 

in it and it will require a sacrifice to cleanse  it 

catharsis- the notic that we and cleansing of crimes by the end of the tragedy 

Sacrifice –n order for society to be cleansed 


